NEW and IMPROVED HAND-HELD SKINNERs from B&D, MODELs S-1008, S-1009 and S-1011

Reduce the cost of Hand-Trimming by 50% or more!

S-1011
Patent Nos. 4,186,462 and 4,451,552.

S-1009

S-1008

• All models available with controlled depths of 1/16", 1/8" and 3/16".

• S-1008 has the smallest cutting head available in the industry.

ONLY
1.96 lbs.

A powerful trio of machines with extreme versatility makes them the best choice for Hand-Held Trimming of Beef, Pork, Poultry, Buffalo and Fish.

Versatility is the key word with these three machines. They are ideally suited for removing hog hair roots, skin patches, trimming strips, rounds, butts, hindquarters, bone-in and boneless pork loins, cattle-pack ribs, knuckles, and touch-up work on the jowls and head. Also, well suited for fresh and cured ham trimming and de-fatting, de-skinning fish and removing chicken breast skin, trimming of the scapula and membrane of turkeys. You too can improve overall product appearance by using one these Hand-Held Skinners which provide a clean, uniform cutting depth.

Designed and redesigned to substantially increase carcass and product yields. Today, hundreds upon hundreds of meat and poultry plants have discovered the outstanding benefits of installing this revolutionary air tool in their operations.

Trimming Strips

Trimming Rounds

Trimming Pork Loins
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"S-1011" HAND HELD SKINNER

CAN REDUCE THE COST OF HAND-TRIMMING BY 50% OR MORE

REDUCES LABOR . . .  SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN YIELD PER CARCASS WILL BE ACHIEVED . . . CAPABLE OF TOUCHING-UP OVER 900 CARCASSES PER HOUR . . . WEIGHS ONLY 3 LBS. (1.36 KGS) . . . HELPS REDUCE CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME (TENDONITIS) . . . REMOVES SKIN & FAT AT A CONTROLLED DEPTH — ELIMINATES KNIFE GOUGES . . . SOLVES INSPECTION PROBLEMS DURING HARD-HAIR SEASON . . . ENHANCES APPEARANCE OF PRODUCT

Patent Nos. 4,186,461 / 4,451,953

Trimming Sides
Trimming Pork Loins
Trimming Rounds
Removing Hog Hair Roots
Removing Hog Hair Roots

USDA APPROVED

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
BEST & DONOVAN
5570 Creek Road, Cincinnati, OH 45242, USA

TOLL FREE: 1-800-553-2378
TELEPHONE: (513) 791-9180
CABLE: WEPCO
FAX: 513-791-0925